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1. INTRODUCTION
Convolution equations in spaces of holomorphic functions in convex
domains of Cn have been studied by many mathematicians. Let V be a
n  .bounded convex domain in C . We denote by O V the space of holomor-
phic functions in V with the topology of uniform convergence on compact
subsets of V. Let K be a convex compact set in Cn. As is well known, each
 n. nonzero analytic functional m g O C * carried by K or equivalently,
 . . m g O K * defines a continuous linear convolution operator M : O V qm
.  .K ª O V , which is given by
 :w xM f z s m , z ¬ f z q z , z g V . 1.1 .  .  .m
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The first results on solvability in Cn of a convolution equation
w xM f s g 1.2 .m
w x w x nwere obtained by Ehrenpreis 3 and Malgrange 11 for the case V s C .
w x  .  4Later, Martineau 12 considered a particular case of 1.2 , when K s 0 ,
i.e., a differential equation of infinite order. For some general cases of V
and K different sufficient and necessary conditions were obtained by
w x w x w x w xMorzhakov 14 , Napalkov 15 , Gruman 7 , Sigurdsson 16 . A different
w xtype of sufficient conditions was given by Meril and Struppa 13 . Finally,
w xthe answer to this problem was established by Krivosheev 6 .Â
On the other hand, during the last two decades there has been devel-
 w x.oped extensively a theory of representing systems see, e.g., 4 which
 w x.states, in particular see, e.g., 8 , that every holomorphic function in a
convex domain of Cn can be represented in the form of a Dirichlet series
`
kl , z:f z s c e , .  k
ks1
 k . nwith complex frequencies l ; C . It should be noted that this represen-
tation is not unique, which means that depending on the choice of
 .complex frequencies, different Dirichlet series can represent the same
function.
Therefore, for the convolution equations which are solvable, both the
given right-hand side and the particular solution can be represented in the
form of Dirichlet series in different ways. So a natural question arises:
 .what is the best representation in a certain sense ? More precisely, which
sequence of coefficients in a representation should be chosen for a certain
purpose?
The aim of the present paper is to solve this problem. With our method
we shall not work directly on function spaces; instead we shall be con-
cerned with the sequence spaces of coefficients of Dirichlet series this was
w x.carried out successfully in our previous article 10 and then apply the
 .results obtained to the convolution equation 1.2 on Hilbert spaces of
holomorphic Dirichlet series to get the inequality between Hilbert norms
of a given right-hand side function and a particular solution function of
this equation. The advantage of this method is that working on sequence
spaces allows us to find as well as to verify more easily the conditions that
appear during our investigation.
Note that a different relationship between convolution operators and
Dirichlet series has been studied by C. A. Berenstein and D. C. Struppa
w x1, 2 .
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2. CONVOLUTION OPERATORS ON DIRICHLET SERIES
Throughout this paper the following are considered to be given: a
n  .bounded convex domain V in C with supporting function H z , aV
 k .` k  k k .sequence L s l , l s l , . . . , l , satisfying conditionks1 1 n
log k
lim s 0. 2.1 .k< <lkª`
w xAs is well known 9 , a Dirichlet series
`
kl , z:c e , z g V , 2.2 . k
ks1
 .converges for the compact-open topology of the space O V if and only if
it converges absolutely for this topology. Moreover, the coefficients of such
series are characterized completely by the formula
< < klog c q H l .k V
lim sup F 0. 2.3 .k< <lkª`
In connection with this we denote
E s c ; 2.3 is satisfied . 4 .  .V k
w xThis sequence space E was introduced in 9, 10 and studied thereV
together with other sequence spaces which are closely related to the class
of sequences of coefficients of Dirichlet series. In particular, it was shown
that the space E can be endowed with a topological structure and itV
 .  . w x becomes a non-normable F -space. Its F -norm 5 or total paranorm
w x.17 is defined by the formula
5 5 < <1r < l
k <c s sup c , c s c g E . 2.4 .  .k k V
kG1
 .Thus the sequence space E defines the class E L, V of DirichletV
 .series 2.2 that converge locally uniformly in V. We call each such series,
 .an element of the class E L, V , the series associated to the element
 .c s c from E . This makes it possible to define convolution operatorsk V
on such sequence spaces understanding that we deal with the series
associated to elements of these spaces.
Let K be a convex compact set in Cn. We denote briefly by E andVq K
E the sequence spaces, the classes of Dirichlet series associated to whichV
 .  .are E L, V q K and E L, V , respectively.
 .Let c s c g E . Then the series associated to c has the formk VqK
`
kl , zqz :f z q z s c e , z g K , z g V . .  k
ks1
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 n.Let m g O C * be a nonzero analytic functional carried by K. Applying
 .the convolution operator M , defined by 1.1 , to f we havem
` `
k kl , zqz : k l , z :w xM f z s m , z ¬ c e s c m l e , z g V , .  .Ã m k k ;
ks1 ks1
 .   z, j : nwhere m j s m, z ¬ e , j g C , is the Laplace transform of theÃ
analytic functional m.
Thus the analytic functional m generates, besides the operator M ofm
 .  .the form 1.1 on the function space O V q K , a convolution operator,
denoted by L , acting on the sequence space E by the rulem VqK
L : c ¬ c m lk . .  .Ã .m k k
We call L a sequence con¨olution operator. We studied this operator inm
w x10 ; in particular, we obtained the following criterion.
PROPOSITION 2.1. The sequence con¨olution operator L : E ª E ism VqK V
surjecti¨ e if and only if the following conditions hold.
¡ km l / 0, ;k G 1, .Ã
k k~ log m l y H l .  .Ã K
lim s 0.¢ k< <lkª`
Moreo¨er, in this case, for a gi¨ en d g E we can always find explicitlyV
c g E ; namely c is of the formd VqK d
dk
c s , 2.5 .d k /m l .Ã
 .such that L c s d.m d
Concerning the so-called sequence convolution equation L c s d inm
Proposition 2.1 we can have the following additional information on the
 .relation between F -norms of d and c , which can be easily proved.d
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let the assumptions in Proposition 2.1 be fulfilled.
 .Then there exists a positi¨ e constant depending only on m , denoted by C ,m
such that
5 5 5 5c F C d , ;d g E .d m V
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3. HILBERT SPACES OF DIRICHLET SERIES
 k .  .In the sequel, the fact that for l satisfying condition 2.1 we always
have
`
k< l <r - q`, ; r g 0, 1 , 3.1 .  .
ks1
is used very often.
 .To each sequence of real numbers b we associate the sequence spacek
`
2 2 2 b k5 5 < <X s c ; c s c e - q` . . bb k k 5
ks1
 .Note that for any b we always havek
 4X l E / 0 ,b V
 .because all sequences c with only finitely many nonzero terms belong tok
both spaces.
Throughout this section we denote
b y H lk .k V
b# s b# V s lim inf . k< <lkª`
and
b y H lk .k V
b * s b * V s lim sup . . k< <lkª`
We make a characterization for the relation between E and X :V b
THEOREM 3.1. For the two spaces E and X there are three alternati¨ eV b
possibilities:
 .1 X ; E , which is equi¨ alent to b# G 0;b V
 .2 E ; X , which is equi¨ alent to b * - 0;V b
 .3 X _ E / B and E _ X / B, which is equi¨ alent to b# - 0 Fb V V b
b *, and, therefore, these spaces ne¨er coincide.
 .  .  .Proof. Since 3 is just a consequence of 1 ] 2 and, moreover,
 .  .the scheme of proving 2 is similar to that of proving 1 , it suffices to
 .prove 1 .
Let X ; E . Suppose that b# - 0, which is equivalent tob V
< k p < k p'd ) 0, ' k ­ q `: b - y2d l q H l . . .p k Vp
 .Define a sequence c ask
ed < l
k p <yHV lk p. , if k s k ,pc sk  0, otherwise.
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Then we have
` `
k kp p2 2 b 2 d < l <y2 H l . 2 bk V k< < pc e s e e k
ks1 ps1
`
k k k kp p p p2 d < l <y2 H l . y4d < l <q2 H l .V VF e e
ps1
`
k py2 d < l <s e - q`,
ks1
 .due to 3.1 .
However, it is clear that
< < klog c q H l .k V
lim sup s d ) 0,k< <lkª`
 .which shows that c does not belong to E . We get a contradiction.k V
Conversely, let condition b# G 0 hold. Take an arbitrary element
 .c g X . Then there exists a constant M ) 0 such thatk b
< < bkc e F M , ;k G 1.k
Hence,
< < k klog c q H l log M y b q H l .  .k V k V
lim sup F lim supk k< < < <l lkª` kª`
log M H lk y b .V kF lim sup q lim supk k< < < <l lkª` kª`
F 0,
 .which means that c g E .k V
 .From now on a sequence of real numbers b satisfying conditionk
b# G 0 is considered to be given. By a standard method which was used
w x.in 9, 10 we can easily verify that the space X is complete with respect tob
5 5the norm ? . So X is a Hilbert space with the scalar productb b
`
2 b kc N d s c d e , ;c s c , d s d g X . .  .  . k k k k b
ks1
Furthermore, using the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality we can prove that
 .the linear mapping s : X ª O V which assigns to each element c sb
 .c g X the sum of the Dirichlet series associated to it, i.e.,k b
`
kl , z:s : c ¬ c e , z g V , . k k
ks1
is continuous.
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 .Let c g X . Then the functionk b
`
kl , z:f z s c e , z g V , 3.2 .  . k
ks1
 .  .belongs to the space O V and the series in the right-hand side of 3.2
 .  .converges absolutely in the compact-open topology of O V .
 k .Depending on the choice of frequencies l , it may happen that the set
 .of sequences j withk
`
kl , z:j e s 0, z g V , k
ks1
 .  .where the series converges absolutely in O V , does not consist only of
the zero sequence. In other words, there exists a so-called non-trivial
 .expansion of zero by the exponential system in the space O V . In this
 .  .case the Dirichlet series with the coefficients c q j , where j is fromk k k
the intersection of the set just mentioned and X , represent the sameb
 .function f z .
We study the question: which sequence of coefficients in different
representations of f will be chosen for a certain purpose?
Denote
`
kl , z:j ; j e s 0 for the topology of O V .  .N s .k kV  5ks1
Put
M s X l N .b b V
It is clear that M is a vector subspace of X . Furthermore, M isb b b
 .precisely the kernel of the mapping s : X ª O V introduced above.b
Therefore, due to the continuity of the mapping s , M is closed in X .b b
 .  .Hence, we obtain that the set M f s M q c, where c s c is fromb k
 .3.2 , is convex and closed in X . Since X is a Hilbert space there exists ab b
 .unique element in M f with minimum norm and this is the element
representing f that we can choose.
Thus, we have proved the following result, which is important for further
study.
 .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let b be a sequence of real numbers such thatk
 .b# G 0, and c be an arbitrary element of the space X . Then among allk b
 .sequences of coefficients from X in the representation by Dirichlet seriesb
 k .with frequencies l of the function
`
kl , z:f z s c e .  k
ks1
there exists a unique sequence with minimum Hilbert norm.
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In the sequel, we always suppose that the operator L is surjective fromm
 k . E onto E . Note that in this case since m l / 0, ;k G 1 seeÃVq K V
.Proposition 2.1 , the operator L is also injective. It is clear that them
inverse operator L y1 of the operator L exists and has the formm m
dky1L d s c s , ;d s d g E . .m d k Vk /m l .Ã
w xAs was shown in 10, Proposition 3.2 , the operator L is continuousm
from E into E . Here we mention that the translation-invariantVq K V
metric in these spaces is given by
5 5 < <1r < l
k <r c, d s c y d s sup c y d , ;c s c , d s d , .  .  .k k k k
kG1
5 5  .  .where ? is the F -norm defined by 2.4 .
We can verify that the inverse operator L y1 is continuous too. In otherm
words, the two spaces E and E are isomorphic.Vq K V
Thus for every right-hand side d g E given, the sequence convolutionV
equation
L c s d 3.3 .m
 .has a unique solution c g E and, moreover, it is of the form 2.5 , i.e.,d VqK
  k ..c s d rm l .Ãd k
Now we require solutions to be elements in some Hilbert space X ;a
E . To do this we first denoteVq K
a y H lk .k VqK
a# s a# V q K s lim inf . 3.4 .  .k< <lkª`
Thus the inclusion X ; E , by Theorem 3.1, is equivalent to a# G 0.a VqK
Of course, since X is a proper subclass of E it can never happen thata VqK
solutions c belong to X for every d from E . So it is quite natural tod a V
study the situation: under which conditions do solutions c belong to thed
Hilbert space X for every right-hand side d from some Hilbert spacea
X ; E ?b V
For convenience we retain the following notation from the previous
section:
b y H lk .k V
b# s b# V s lim inf . 3.5 .  .k< <lkª`
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We always assume that a# G 0 and b# G 0, conditions which are, by
virtue of Theorem 3.1, equivalent to X ; E and X ; E .a VqK b V
First, we study the question: when does the sequence convolution
operator L act from X into X ? It turns out that to solve this questionm a b
for the operator L we should require additional conditions on the analyticm
 .functional m, besides those in Proposition 2.1. Let c s c g X .k a
  k ..Consider L c s c m l . SinceÃm k
k b a k b yak k k k< <c m l e s c e m l e , .  .Ã Ãk k
we see that L c g X if the conditionm b
k b yak klim sup m l e - q` .Ã
kª`
holds, or equivalently,
k b yak k'M : m l e F M , ;k G 1. 3.6 .  .Ã
 .Thus condition 3.6 is sufficient for the operator L to map X intom a
 .X . We prove that condition 3.6 is also necessary. Indeed, suppose thatb
this condition is false. This means that
k b ya pp k kp p' k ­ q `: m l e G e , ;p G 1. .Ã .p
Consider the sequence
eya k pyp , if k s k ,pc sk  0, otherwise.
 .It is clear that c g X . However,k a
k b k b ya ypp k p k kp p pc m l e s m l e G 1, ;p G 1, .  .Ã Ãk p
which implies that L c f X : a contradiction.m b
So we have proved the following result.
 .PROPOSITION 3.3. Condition 3.6 is necessary and sufficient for the
sequence con¨olution operator L to map the sequence space X into them a
sequence space X .b
Furthermore, as was mentioned above, the inverse operator L y1 of them
operator L , which maps E onto E , has the formm V VqK
dky1L d s , ;d s d g E . .m k Vk /m l .Ã
Therefore, by interchanging the role of L and L y1, we get them m
following result.
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PROPOSITION 3.4. The condition
eakyb k
'M : F M , ;k G 1, 3.7 .km l .Ã
is necessary and sufficient for the operator L y1 to map the space X into them b
space X .a
Obviously, when the operator L maps X into X , i.e., when conditionm a b
 . 5 5 5 53.6 holds, L c F M c , ;c g X . Thus the operator L is continu-b am a m
 . y1ous. Similarly, when condition 3.7 holds the operator L is continuousm
from X into X .b a
 .  .Furthermore, we observe that conditions 3.6 and 3.7 together mean
that there exists a constant M ) 0 such that
y1 k b yak kM F m l e F M , ;k G 1. 3.8 .  .Ã
 <  k . < bkya k .`In other words, the sequence m l e is bounded and boundedÃ ks1
away from zero.
Combining Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 we obtain the following criterion for
the surjectivity of the convolution operator L from the space X onto them a
space X .b
THEOREM 3.5. Let V be a bounded con¨ex domain, K a con¨ex compact
n  k .` nset in C , L s l a sequence of complex ¨ectors in C satisfyingks1
 .  .  .condition 2.1 . Furthermore let a and b be sequences of real numbersk k
 .  .satisfying a# G 0, b# G 0, where a#, b# are defined by 3.4 and 3.5 ,
 n.respecti¨ ely. Finally, let m g O C * be an analytic functional carried by K
such that the conditions in Proposition 2.1 hold. The following assertions are
equi¨ alent:
 .i The sequence con¨olution operator L : X ª X is surjecti¨ e.m a b
 .  <  k . < bkya k .`ii The sequence m l e is bounded and bounded awayÃ ks1
from zero.
 .Thus, by Theorem 3.5, in the case when condition 3.8 is satisfied, the
sequence convolution operator L is surjective from X onto X . Thenm a b
between the given right-hand side d and the solution c of the equationd
L c s d there exists a certain relation.m
 .PROPOSITION 3.6. Let condition 3.8 hold. There exists a positi¨ e
constant C such that the following estimate holds:
dk F C d , ;d s d g X . 3.9 .  .  .bk k bk /m l .Ã a
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 .Proof. By virtue of condition 3.8 , there exists a positive constant
C ) 0 such that
eakyb k
F C , ;k G 1.
km l .Ã
 .Then for any pair c , d we haved
a ybk kd ek a b bk k k< < < <e s d e F C d e , ;k G 1,k kk km l . m lÃ  .Ã
 .which implies 3.9 .
4. APPLICATION TO CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS
In this section we shall apply the results for sequence spaces obtained in
the previous section to the main object of our paper, the convolution
 .operator M that acts from the function space O V q K into them
 .function space O V .
 .Everywhere in the sequel we shall suppose that condition 3.8 is
satisfied.
 .Note that the sequence d s d , the element of the space X ,k b
generates a function
`
kl , z :f z s d e , z g V , 4.1 .  . k
ks1
 .that belongs to the space X L, V of Dirichlet series associated to Xb b
  ..which, in turn, is a subspace of the space O V and the sequence
  k ..c s d rm l , the element of the space X generates a functionÃd k a
` d kk l , zqz :u z q z s e , z g K , z g V , 4.2 .  .f km l .Ãks1
 .that belongs to the space X L, V q K of Dirichlet series associated toa
  ..X which, in turn, is a subspace of the space O V q K .a
 .  .Now returning to the convolution operator M : O V q K ª O V inm
 .  .1.1 , we see that the operator M is surjective from X L, V q K ontom a
 .X L, V . Moreover, the norms of the sequences of coefficients in theb
representations of the given function f and of the particular solution
 .function u satisfy the estimate 3.9 .f
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On the other hand, as we have already noted, both given right-hand side
and particular solution functions in general have many representations in
  k ..the form of Dirichlet series with given frequencies l , which, in turn,
implies that these functions have different Hilbert norms that depend on
the sequences of coefficients in their representations.
Therefore, the question now is: what can we say about minimum values
of the norms? We proceed to study this problem.
 .We can easily verify that the function spaces X L, V q K anda
 .X L, V can both be endowed with the Hilbert topological structure: forb
 .  .a function f z of the form 4.1 its Hilbert norm is defined as
5 5 5 5f s d* ,X L , V . Xb b
where the symbol * denotes the minimum Hilbert norm in the sequence
space X among all representations of this function; similarly for theb
 .space X L, V q K .a
Recall that M s X l N , where N is the set of coefficients ofb b V V
non-trivial expansions of zero in V, introduced in Section 3. Then the
 .  .general representation of the function f z in the space X L, V is ofb
the form
`
kl , z :f z s d q h e , z g V , .  . k k
ks1
 .where h is any element of M .k b
By Proposition 3.2 there exists a unique element in M , denoted byb
 U .h , such thatk
`
2 2U 2 b k5 5 < <f ' d q h eX L , V . k kb
ks1
4.3 .
`
2 2 b k< <F d q h e , ; h g M . . k k k b
ks1
We take this ``minimum'' representation of f , i.e.,
`
kU l , z :f z s d q h e , z g V , .  . k k
ks1
 U .  k ..and construct a corresponding solution d q h rm l g X of theÃk k a
 .  U .sequence convolution equation L ? s d q h , which generates am k k
function
` Ud q h kk k l , zqz :¨ z q z s e , z g K , z g V . f km l .Ãks1
this function ¨ is, in general, different from the function u mentioned
.above .
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 .By virtue of the estimate 3.9 we have
Ud q hk k U 5 5F C d q h s C f . 4.4 .  .X L , V .bk k bk /m l .Ã a
 U .  k ..We note that d q h rm l is the sequence in some representationÃk k
of the function ¨ , the general form of representation of which is
` Ud q h kk k l , zqz :¨ z q z s q j e , z g K , z g V , . f kk /m l .Ãks1
 .where j is any element of M s X l N .k a a VqK
Again applying Proposition 3.2 we see that there exists a unique element
 U .in M , denoted by j , such thata k
2U` d q hk k2 U 2 a k5 5¨ ' q j eX L , VqK .f ka km l .Ãks1
4.5 .
2U` d q hk k 2 a kF q j e , ; j g M . . k k akm l .Ãks1
 .  .Combining 4.4 ] 4.5 yields
5 5 5 5¨ F C f . 4.6 .X L , VqK . X L , V .f a b
Furthermore, we can show that such an estimate holds not only for the
situation considered, but also for another case. For this we denote
b y a q H lk .k k K
g s , k s 1, 2, . . . ,k k< <l
and
g# s lim inf g , g* s lim sup g . 4.7 .k k
kª` kª`
 .As in Theorem 3.1, we can easily see that if g* - 0, then L X ism a
 .contained in X properly and conversely, if L X ; X , then g* F 0.b m a b
Let the right-hand side d of the equation L c s d be taken from X .m b
 .We ask when the solution c in 2.5 belongs to X . Similarly, we haved a
that if g# ) 0, then the image of X under the operator L contains Xa m b
 .properly. Conversely, if X ; L X , then g# G 0.b m a
 .Therefore, if g* - 0 then the image of X L, V q K under the opera-a
 .tor M is contained in X L, V and, furthermore, if g# ) 0 then them b
 .  .image of X L, V q K under the operator M contains X L, V . Alsoa m b
 .note that condition 3.8 implies g* s g# s 0.
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We consider in detail the case g# ) 0. There exists d ) 0 such that for
k large enough
b y a q H lk .k k K G d .k< <l
 .Taking into account Proposition 2.1, with « g 0, d , we obtain
eakyb k k k k« < l <qa yb yH l . «yd . < l <k k KF e F e F 1.
km l .Ã
Hence, we can find a positive constant C such that ;k G 1
eakyb k
F C.
km l .Ã
 .Then, as in the proof of Proposition 3.6, for any pair c , d we also get thed
 .estimate 3.9 .
Summarizing our discussion we obtain the following result for the
convolution operator M on Hilbert function spaces.m
THEOREM 4.1. Let V be a bounded con¨ex domain, K a con¨ex compact
n  k .` nset in C , L s l a sequence of complex ¨ectors in C satisfyingks1
 .  .  .condition 2.1 . Furthermore let a and b be sequences of real numbersk k
 .  .satisfying a# G 0, b# G 0, where a#, b# are defined by 3.4 and 3.5 ,
 n.respecti¨ ely. Finally, let m g O C * be an analytic functional carried by K
such that the conditions in Proposition 2.1 hold. Then for the con¨olution
 .operator M , which is defined by 1.1 , the following assertions hold:m
 .  .  .i If g* - 0, then M maps X L, V q K into X L, V .m a b
 .  .ii If g# ) 0, then the image of X L, V q K under the operatora
 .M contains X L, V .m b
 .  .  .iii If condition 3.8 holds, then M is surjecti¨ e from X L, V q Km a
 .onto X L, V .b
 .  .Moreo¨er, in cases ii and iii there exists a positi¨ e constant C such that
 .for e¨ery function f g X L, V we can find explicitly a particular solutionb
 . w xfunction ¨ g X L, V q K of the equation M ¨ s f satisfying thef a m
inequality
5 5 5 5¨ F C f .X L , VqK . X L , V .f a b
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